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As an infinite version of the extremal length of a network due to R.J. Duffin, we discuss ome 
relations among extremum problems related to an accessible boundary point of an infinite 
network. 
Introduction 
The extremal length of a network was first investigated by R.J. Duffin [2] on a 
finite graph and next by M. Yamasaki [7] and T. Nakamura nd M. Yamasaki [5] 
on an infinite graph. The author [3] introduced the notion of accessible boundary 
point in order to study a fine theory of the ideal boundary. In this paper we deal 
with the extremal length ELp(A,,t) between a finite set A of nodes and an acces- 
sible boundary point 7r. Some fundamental notions are given in Section 1. Relating 
to ELp(A, 7t) we consider two values dp(A, re) and dq(A, ~) of extremum problems 
on a set of functions on nodes and a set of functions on arcs respectively. A recipro- 
cal relation between ELp(A, rt) and dp(A, 7~) is shown in Section 2. A generalized 
reciprocal relation between dp(A, ~) and d~(A, ~) which is analogous to the result 
by M. Ohtsuka [6] for the continuous case is shown in Section 3. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let X be a countable set of nodes, Y a countable set of arcs, K the node-arc inci- 
dence function and r a strictly positive function on Y. The quartet N = {X, Y, K, r} 
is called an infinite network if the graph {X, Y, K} is connected and has no self loop. 
For notation and terminology, we mainly follow [3], [5] and [7]. 
Let us recall the definition of infinite paths. For xeX,  an infinite path P from 
x is the triple (Cx(P), Cr(P),pp) of an infinite ordered set Cx(P) = {Xo,X l ,X2  . . . .  } 
of nodes, an infinite ordered set Cr(P)  = {Yl, Y2 .... } of arcs and the path index pp 
such that 
Xo=X, xi--/:x j ifi--/:j and e(yj)={xj_l,xj}, (1.1) 
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where e(y)= {x;K(x,y)•O} for yE Y, 
pp(yj) = -K(xj_ l, Yj) and pp(y) = 0 if y ¢ Cy(P). (1.2) 
Denote by Px the set of all infinite paths from x and by P= the union of the family 
{Px;XeX}. For an infinite path P, an infinite path P '  is said to be a subpath of 
P if Cr(P') is a subset of Cr(P) and pp , (y )=pp(y)  on Cr(P'). We say that two 
infinite paths P1 and P2 of P= are equivalent if there exists an infinite path P 'E  P= 
which is a subpath of both PI and P2. We denote by H the totality of equivalence 
classes and call an element of H an accessible boundary point of the network. We say 
that an accessible boundary point n E/7 and a nonempty subset A of X are mutually 
disjoint and write 7r/x A = 0 if there exists a path P ~ 7~ such that Cx (P)f3 A = 0. It 
is clear that nAA =0 whenever A is a finite set. In case nAA =0, a path P from 
A to n is an element of n such that PEP x for some xEA and Cx(P)fqA is a 
singleton. Denote by PA, n the set of all paths from A to n. We say that an acces- 
sible boundary point n EH is contained in a subset B of X, if there exists a path 
Pen such that Cx(P)CB and denote it by n<B. 
Denote by L(X) and L(Y) the sets of all real functions on X and Y respectively, by 
L+(Y) the subset of L(Y) that consists of nonnegative functions and by Lo(Y) the 
subset of L(Y) that consists of functions w with finite support Sw = { y E Y; w(y) ~ 0}. 
Let p and q be positive numbers uch that 1/p + 1/q = 1 and p > 1. For w ~ L(Y), its 
energy Hp(W) of order p is defined by 
Hp(W) = ~ r(y)Iw(y)[ p. 
yeY  
Denote by Lv(Y;r) the set of all weL(Y) such that Hp(w)<c~. For uEL(X), its 
Dirichlet integral Dp(U) of order p is defined by 
= ~ r(y) 1 P ~K(x,y)u(x)  P. 
ycY  x eX  
2. Extremal length 
In this paper we assume that n is an accessible boundary point and A is a non- 
empty finite subset of X. The extremal length ELp(A, n) is defined by the following 
extremum problem: 
Find ELp(A,n) -1 = inf{Hp(W); WeEp(PA,~)}, (2.1) 
where Ep(PA,~) is the set of WEL+(Y) such that Hp(W)<c¢ and 
r(y)W(y)= ~ r(y)W(y)>_l for every PEPA, n. 
P ye:Cr(P} 
Remark 2.1. Let cEL+(Y). I f  there exists a path POEPA,~ such that Zp,, c (y )<~,  
then Y.p c(y)<oo for any P¢PA,,~. 
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We prepare with 
Lemma 2.1. In order that ELp(A, 7t) = oo it is necessary and sufficient hat there 
exist We L + (Y) and a path P from A to rt such that Y, p r( y) W( y) = oo and Hp(W) 
is finite. 
Proof. Let WeL+(Y) and PePA,~ such that Y~p r(y)W(y)=oo and Hp(W)<oo. 
Since eWeEp(PA,~) for any e>0 and ELp(A, 7r) I<_Hp(eW)=gPHp(W), we have 
ELp(A, ~)= oo. Conversely we assume that ELp(A, 7t)= oo. For each n there exists 
W, eL+(Y) such that ~pr(y)W,(y)>_l for PePA,~ and Hp(W~)<_I/4 p~. Set 
W(y)={2~° 1 (2nWn(y))P} 1/p. Then, we have 
Hp(W) = E r(y) ~ (2nW,(y)) p
v~Y n=l  
= ~ 2 p" ~ r(y)(W,(Y)) p
n=l  ),'EY 
<-- ~ (1/2P)n < o°. 
17=1 
For P e PA, ~, we have 
~r(y)W(Y)=~p r(Y) l~,=, (2nW~(Y))PI'/P 
>- E r(Y) 2n W,(y) >_ 2" 
P 
for all n. Therefore, ~p r(y) W(y) = oo. [] 
We have 
Theorem 2.1. In order that ELp(A, z~)= oo it is necessary and sufficient that 
Ep r(y) = oo for a path PePA,~. 
Proof. We assume that ~e, r (y)=oo for a path PoePA,~. Let us consider the 
subnetwork N ' -  {X', Y'} of N defined by X '= Cx(Po) and Y '= Cy(P0). Then, the 
extremal length between A ( IX '  and zr in N '  is equal to oo (cf. [4, Proposition 2.l]). 
By Lemma 2.1, there exists W'eL+(Y ') such that 
r(y)(W'(y)) p< oo and ~ r(y) W'(y) = oo. 
yE Y' Po 
Define WeL+(Y) by W(y)= W'(y) for y~ Y' and W(y)=0 for ye  Y -  Y'. Then, 
Hp(W)<oo and y, pr(y)W(y)=oo for all PePA,~ by Remark 2.1 and hence 
ELp(A, 7r)= oo by Lemma 2.1. Conversely we assume that ~p0 r(y)< oo for a path 
PoePA,~. For any WeEp(PA,~) we have by H61der's inequality 
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I 1 1< ~, r (y)W(y)  <_ r(y) ~, r(y)(W(y)) p Po P~, 
<_ r(y)) (Hp(W)) 1/p. 
Therefore (Hp(W)) -1 <_ (F~po r(y)) p/q, and hence ELp(A, 7r) <_ (~,po r(y))P/q< ~. [] 
Relating to ELp(A, re), we consider the fol lowing extremum problem: 
F ind dp(A, rO = inf{Dp(U);ueE(A, Tr)}, (2.2) 
where E(A, 7r) = {u ~ L(X) ;  u(x) = 0 on A and l im,~,  u(x) >_ 1}. 
Let B be a nonempty subset of  X such that Af')B=O. We define dp(A,B) by 
replacing E(A, re) of (2.2) by E(A, B) = {u ~ L(X) ;  u(x) = 0 on A and u(x) > 1 on B}. 
For  an infinite path P with Cx(P) = {Xo,Xl,X2 . . . .  }, let C}(P) = {x,,,x,,+l .... }. 
We have 
Theorem 2.2. I f  P ~ PA, ~, then l im. +.  dp(A, C~c (P)) = dp(A, re). 
Proof. First we prove that limn_~o dp(A, C~(P))>dp(A, n). Since E(A, C~(P) )C  
E(A,C~'(P))CE(A,n) if m>n,  we have dp(A,C~(P))>dp(A,C,~'(P))>dp(A,n). 
Therefore lim,,+= dp(A, C~(P))>_dp(A, n). Next we prove the converse inequality. 
Let u ~ E(A, n). For  any e, 0< e < 1, there exists a number n o such that u(xn)> 1 -e  
for any n>_n o. Put v(x)=min(u(x), 1 - e)/(1 -e ) .  Then, v(x)= 1 on C~(P), o(x) = 0 
on A and C~v°(P)DC~v(P) (n>no). Hence, o ~E(A,C~(P))  for all n > n 0. Since 
the mapping T :  r ~ min(r,  1 - e) is a normal  contract ion,  we have dp(A, C~(P)) < 
Dp(v) <_ Dp(u)/(1 - e) p for all n_> n o (cf. [4]). Thus, limn+= dp(A, C~(P)) < 
Dp(u) / (1-e)  ~. Since e and u are arbitrary,  we have l im,+=dp(A,C~(P))< 
dp(A, ~ ). [] 
In order to study the relation between dp(A, zr) and ELp(A, g), we consider the 
fol lowing linear programming problem (min-work problem) and its dual problem 
(max-potential  problem) related to V~ L+(Y): 
F ind N*(A, rr; V) = sup/ in f  u(x) - sup u(x); u~S*(V), r r<BCX-A  1 , 
QxEB xEA ) 
(2.4) 
where S*(V) = {ueL(X) ;  [2,¢x K(x,y)u(x)[ <_ V(y) on Y}. 
The duality relation between N(A, zr; V) and N*(A, zr; V) was shown in [3]. 
In order to assure the existence of  an opt imal solution of the max-potent ia l  prob- 
lem, we consider the fol lowing extremum problem: 
Find 
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N**(A ,  zr; V) = sup Ilim u(x)  - 
k..X~R 
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SUPx~ u(x); u e S*(V) 1 . (2.5) 
We have 
Theorem 2.3. (I) The inequality N(A, Tr; V)>_N*(A, Tr; V) holds in general. I f  
N(A, rc; V)<~,  then N(A, Tr; V)=N*(A, rr; V). 
(II) The equality N*(A, lr; V)=N**(A, r[; V) holds and there exists an optimal 
solution fi of problem (2.5) such that fi ~ S*(V), 
lim fi(x) = N**(A,~z; V) and fi(x) = 0 on A. 
Proof .  Since (I) was shown by the author [3], it suffices to show (II). Let B be a 
nonempty subset of  X such that A 71B = 0. We consider the following max-potential 
problem related to A and B: 
Find N*(A'B;V)=supl infu(x) -supu(x) ;u~S*(V)  1 x~A (2.6) 
It is easily seen that 
N*(A, zr; V) = sup N*(A,B; V). 
zr<BcX-  A 
For any ¢>0 there exists a subset B such that rc<BCX-A  and N*(A, zr; V ) -e< 
N*(A, B; V). There exists an optimal solution fi of  N*(A, B; V) such that fi ~ S*(V), 
inf~sfi(x)=N*(A,B; V) and f i (x)=0 on A (cf. [3]). Since 2r<B, there exist a path 
P~PA,~ and a number m such that C~(P)CB. Therefore, N*(A, zr; V)-e<fi(x) 
on C~'~(P) and N*(A, zr; V)-e<_lim~,fi(x)<_N**(A, zr; V). Since ¢ is arbitrary, 
N*(A, 7r; V)<_N**(A, zr; V). To prove the converse inequality, for any e>0 we take 
u ~ S*(V) such that 
N**(A, 7r; V) - ~ < lira u(x) - sup u(x). 
X~TZ x~A 
There exists a number m such that l im~.  u(x)-e<infx~Bu(x) with B= Cj"(P). 
Thus, 
N **(A, zr; V) - 2e < inf u(x) - sup u(x) <_ N *(A, B; V) <_ N *(A, zr ; V). 
x~B x~A 
Since e is arbitrary, we have N**(A, zr; V)<_N*(A, re; V). [] 
As a relation between dp(A, n) and ELp(A, n), we have 
Theorem 2.4. The relation dp(A, zr)_>ELp(A, 2r) -1 holds in general. I f  ~eo r (y )< oo 
for a path Po~PA,~, then dp(A, zr) = ELp(A, zr) -1. 
Proof. For the proof  of  dp(A, n)>ELp(A, n) -l, we may assume that dp(A, n)< co. 
Let u~L(X)  satisfy Dp(U)<0% limx~ .u (x )> l  and u(x)=O on A. Define 
W~L+(Y) by W(y)=r(y) -l ]~x~x K(x,y)u(x)l. For a path PCPA.~, let Cx(P)= 
{Xo,X~,X2 . . . .  } and Cy(P) = {y~,y2 . . . .  }. Then, 
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p r (y)W(y)= ~=,~ r(y")r(Y")-I ~x  ~ K(x,y~)u(x) 
n~l  n=l  
~. b l (Xm)  -- Id(Xo) = b l (Xm) .  
Therefore, Ep r(y) W(y)_>limx~ u(x)>_ 1. Since Hp(W) =Dp(u)< co, WeEp(PA,~) 
and ELp(A, g)- i  <_Hp(W), we have alp(A, ~z)>_ELp(A, g)- l .  
Now we assume that ~po r (y )>oo.  To prove the converse inequality, we may 
assume that ELp(A,~z)- l<oo. For each PePA,~ and WeEp(PA,~), we have by 
H61der's inequality 
1 1 <_ ~ r(y)W(y) <_ r(y) r(y)(W(y)) pP 
<_ r(y) (Hp(W)) I/p< oo. 
Therefore, 1 _< N(A, n; V )< oo with V(y) = r(y) W(y). It follows from Theorem 2.3 
that there exists an optimal solution fie S*(V) of problem (2.5) such that fi(x)= 0 
on A and l imx,,fi(x)=N**(A,n; V)=N(A,n; V)_>I. Thus f ieE(A,n) and 
dp(A, ~) <_ Dp(a) = ,~  
<-E 
y~Y 
=E 
ycY  
Hence dp(A,g)<_ELp(A,~z) -1. [] 
r(y) l  P x~x K(x,y)fi(x) p 
r(y) 1 -P(V(y)) p 
r(y)(W(y)) p= Hp(W). 
Remark 2.2. There is the case where ELp(A, rc)=0 holds. In fact, let us take 
X = {xn; n = O, 1, 2 .... }, Y = { Yn + l, Y,~; n = 1, 2, 3 .... } and define K(x, y) by 
K(xn+l,yn+l)=K(xn,y~)=-K(x~,Yn.l)=-K(xo, Y~)=l for n=1,2,3 .... 
and K(x, y)= 0 for any other pair (x, y). Let r(y,~)= r(yn + 1)= 1/2 n for n = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  
Then N = {X, Y, K, r} is an infinite network which is not locally finite. Consider an 
infinite path P~ = (Cx(P~), Cy(Pn),pp,) defined by Cx(Pn) = {Xo, X~,X~+l,xn+2 ....}, 
Cy(Pn)={yn, Yn+l, yn+ 2 .... }, ppn(y)=l for y ECy(Pn) and pp,,(y)=O for 
y¢Cr(Pn). Then Pn determines an accessible boundary point lr. For A = {:Co} we 
have P~ ~ PA, ~, 
r(y) = 1/2n+ ~ (1/2 k+l) = 1/2 n-l, 
P,, k=n 
ELp(A, g) _ r(y) = (1/2 ~ - b p/q. 
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3. Generalized reciprocal relation between dp(A, rt) and dq(A, rt) 
Next we shall deal with a generalized reciprocal relation between two extremal 
values dp(A, n) and dq(A, n). We say that w ~ L(Y) is a path flow from A to n if it is 
a linear combination of  paths in PA,~, i.e., there exist a finite subset {P1 . . . . .  Pm} of 
PA, Jr and a set {h l . . . . .  hm} of  real numbers such that w(y)= ~jm hjpj (y), where pj 
is the path index of  Pj. Denote by H(A, zt) the set of all path flows from A to ~z. We 
denote by C0(Y; A) the set of  all functions w ~ Lo(Y) such that ~y~ r K(x, y) w(y) = 0 
for every xcX-A  and write Fo(A, zr) =H(A, 7r)+ Co(Y;A). Then weFo(A, rt) is a 
flow from A to rt in the sense of  [3]. For weFo(A, ~r) the strength I(w) is defined by 
I (w)=-  ~ ~ K(x,y) w(y). 
x~A y~Y 
I f  w = w I + w 2 with wl (Y) = 2jml hjpj (y) ~ H(A, zr) and w 2 ~ C0(Y; A), then I(w) = 
m 
We consider the following extremum problem: 
Find dq*(A, re) = inf{Hq(w); w e Fo(A, zr; 1)}, (3.1) 
where F0(A, re; 1) is the set of  w~Fo(A, rt) such that I (w)=l .  
We have 
Lemma 3.1. In order that ~ r (y )=co  for a path PePA,~, it is necessary and 
sufficient hat Fo(A, zr; 1) f3 Lp( Y; r) = O. 
Proof.  We need only to show that for w~Fo(A, n) and P~PA,~ there exists a sub- 
path P '  of  P such that [w(y)l = [I(w)l on Cy(P' ). [] 
By this lemma, we have 
Theorem 3.1. In order that dq(A, rr)= ~, it is necessary and sufficient that 
~p r(y) = ~ for a path PePA,,.  
It should be noted that an optimal solution of  problem (3.1) does not exist in 
general. Therefore we consider the following extremum problem: 
Find dq*(A, n) = inf{Hq(W); we [F0(A, n; 1)]q}, (3.2) 
where [F0(A,n; 1)]q is the closure of  Fo(A,n; 1) in the reflexive Banach space 
Lq(Y; r) with norm [Hq(W)] l/q. It is easily seen that dq*(A, n)=dq(A, n). 
We can prove the following lemma by a standard method (cf. [1, p. 117, 
Exercise 1]) 
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Lemma 3.2. I f  ~p r (y )< ~ for a path PSPA,~, then there exists a unique optimal 
solution ¢v~ [Fo(A,n; 1)]q of problem (3.2), i.e., dq*(A,n)=Hq(fV). 
Define a real function gq(t)= I tl q -  1 sign(t). Hereafter,  we assume that ~ p r (y )< oo 
for a path PePA,~. 
Lemma 3.3. Let ¢v be the optimal solution of  dq*(A, n). I f  w' e Co(Y;A), then 
r(y)w'(y)gq(fV(y)) =O. 
y~Y 
Proof.  For w'eCo(Y;A) and a real number t, it is easily seen that ¢v+tw'e 
[F0(A , 7[; 1)]q SO that dq(A, n) = Hq(fv) <_ Hq(fv + tw'). Thus the derivative of  
Hq(fv+ tw') with respect o t vanishes at t= 0. Since Hq(fV+ tw') can be differen- 
t iated term by term at t = 0, we obtain 
w'(y)r(y)gq(fV(y)) =O. 
) '¢Y 
Corollary. 
let P (resp. 
Let ~ be the optimal solution of problem (3.2). For a, b cA  and xeX,  
P') be a path from a (resp. b) to x. Then, 
r(y)pp(y)gq(gV(y)) = ~ r(y)pp,(y)gq(gV(y)). 
.rE Y )'~ Y 
Proof.  This result follows from the fact that pp-pe,  ~ C0(Y;A). [] 
Lemma 3.4. Let ¢v be the optimal solution of problem (3.2). Then, 
Hq(CV) = ~ r(y)pp(y)gq(gV(y)) for any path P~PA,~. 
.v~ Y 
Proof.  There exists a sequence {wn} in Fo(A,n; 1) such that Hq(wn-~)--,0 as 
n --, oo. Let p e PA.~. Since pp is a path from A to n with the strength I(pe)-- 1, 
w~-pv~Co(Y;A). It follows from Lemma 3.3 that 
r(y)wn(y)gq(~V(y)) = ~ r(y)pp(y)gq(YV(y)). 
y ~ Y ), ¢ Y 
Therefore,  we have 
r(y) wn(Y )gq(~V(y)) - ~ r(y) ~v(y) gq(CV(y)) I 
y~Y vE Y I 
< ~ r(y)Iw~(y)- ~'(Y)I Igq(fV(y))l 
y~Y 
<--(y~yr(y) lwn(Y)-~v(Y)lq)l/q(y~rr(y)lgq(fV(Y))lP)l/P 
=Hq(wn-I~)l/qHq(l~)l/P---~O as n--+oo. 
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Thus, we obtain 
r(y)pp(y)gq(gV(y)) =l im ~ r(y)wn(y)gq(gV(y)) 
yeY  n~ yeY  
= ~ r(y)  Cv(y)gq(~V(y)) = Hq(CV). 
yeY  
Define 6 e L (X)  by 
[] 
6(x) = O onA,  
6(x) = ~ r(y)pp(y)gq(~V(y)) 
yeY  
for x e X -  A with some path 
P f romA tox .  
(3.3) 
The corollary of  Lemma 3.3 implies that 6 is uniquely determined by ~. 
We have 
Lemma 3.5. Let 6 be the function defined by (3.3). Then, 
l im6(x)=d~(A,  Tr) and ~xK(X,y)6(x)  <r(Y)  l~v(Y)lq-k 
x~ Tr x 
Proof .  Let PePA, .  with Cx(P)={Xo,  X1,X 2 . . . .  } and Cy(P)={y l ,y  2.... }. Since 
6(xn) = ~- i  r(yk)PP(Yk)gq(W(Yk)), we have 
dc~(A, n) = dq*(A, n) = H(gv) ~ r (y)pp(y)gq(~(y) )  
yeY  
= lim ~ r(Yk)pp(yk)gq(~(yk) ) 
n~oo k - I  
= l i ra 6(x~) = l i ra 6(x). 
n~oo x~/z  
Next, let e (y )= {x,x'}. In the case where x ,x 'eA ,  our inequality is clear. In the 
other case we have 16(x)-6(x') l  = Ir(y)pp(y)gq(~(y))J  =r(y) IW(y) lq -L  [] 
Finally we obtain the following generalized reciprocal relation between dp(A, 7r) 
and dq(A, n). 
Theorem 3.2. I f  Y.I~ r(y) < oo for  a path P e PA,,, then dp(A, rt) = (dq(A, 7~)) -p/q or 
equivalently (dp(A, rt))l/P(dq (A, lr)) l/q = 1 with the convention that oo. 0 = 1. 
Proof .  We set dp=dp(A,n) and d~,=dq(A,n). First we show that dp>~(dq) -p/q. 
We may assume that dp< oo. Let w e Fo(A, n; 1) and v e L(X)  such that v(x)= 0 on 
A, limx~,O(x)_>l and Dp(v)<oo. Let P be a path from A to n with Cx(P)= 
{Xo, Xl,X2 . . . .  } and Cr(P )={y l ,y  2 .... }. For any e>O, there exists no such that 
v(x)_> 1 - e on C~(P) for all n >_ no. Since w e Fo(A, n; 1), there exists nl such that 
n l>n o and -K(xn l , Yn )W(yn)=K(Xn,Yn)W(Yn)=I (w)=l  for all n>_n 1. Define 
wneL(Y)  by wn(y)=0 on c~+l(P)={y~+l,  yn+ 2 .... } and wn(y)=w(y  ) on 
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Y-CI~+I(P). Then w n is a flow from A to C~(P) with finite support. We have 
1 - e <_ v(x,)K(x~, y~) w(y,) 
= Z v(x) Z K(x,y)wn(y) 
xEX yEY 
= ~ w,(y) E K(x,y)v(x) 
y~Y xeX 
<~ (Hq(wn))l/q (Dp(D)) 1/p 
<__ (Hq(w)) l /q(np(o))  I/p. 
Since e is arbitrary, we have 1< (Hq(w))l/q(Dp(v)) l/p, and hence 1_< (dp)l/p(dq) l/q, 
i.e., dp > (dq) -p/q. To prove the converse inequality, we may assume that dq > 0. By 
Lemma 3.2, there exists an optimal solution ~ of  problem (3.2). Define 6~L(X) 
by (3.3) and set ft=6/dq. Then 6(x )=0 on A and l imx.,  ~(x)= 1 by Lemma 3.4. 
We have by Lemma 3.5 
dp <_ Dp(ft) = Dz,(6)/(dq)P <_ Hq(Cv)/(d~) p = (dq*) 1 -p = (dq*) P/q. [] 
By Theorems 2.4, 3.1 and 3.2, we have 
Theorem 3.3. (ELp(A, ~)) l /p  : (d~(A, 7r)) 1/q. 
We observe that the above generalized reciprocal relation does not hold in general 
in case ~pr (y )=~ for a path P~PA.~" This is shown by 
Example 3.1. Let us take X={xn;n=O, 1,2 .... }, Y={yn,y'~;n=l,2 .... } and 
define K(x, y) by 
K -K (X ,_ I ,y , )=-  (x,_I,y,)=K(x,,Yn)=K(x,,y'~)=I for n=l ,2  .... 
and K(x,y)= 0 for any other pair (x,y). Let r(y~)= 1 and r(yn)= 1/2" for 
n = 1, 2, .... Then N = {X, Y, K, r} is an infinite network. We consider an infinite path 
P=(Cx(P),Cy(P),pp) defined by Cx(P)={Xo, Xl,X2 .... }, Cy(P)={Yl,Y2 .... } 
and pp(y) = 1 on Cy(P) and pp(y) = 0 on Y-  Cy(P). Then, P determines an acces- 
sible boundary point ~z. For A = {x0} we have 
so that 
l 1 4,(A, Tr) = E 1/(1+2 (~-~)s) j=l 
by Theorem 2.2. On the other hand we have ~p r(y)= ~ and d~(A, n)= ~. 
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